ORIGINAL BIHLER SPARE PARTS
Maximum production reliability

Original spare parts from Bihler are crucial building blocks in your value chain.
We always have more than 30,000 original Bihler spare parts in stock for you,
both for machines in the current product range and for older machine types.
When you purchase these components, you benefit from high quality and safety. Our experienced spare parts team and perfect logistics and delivery organization ensure the shortest possible delivery times - at guaranteed best prices.
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For the period of maintenance of your process modules, we provide loaner units
free of charge. With these, you can continue production immediately and benefit
from maximum machine availability and production reliability.
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Customized spare parts packages
Active tool parts are subject to constant wear. To avoid unplanned production downtime, a spare part should be in stock for
every active tool wear part. The best way to do this is with a spare parts stock contract tailored to your plant. We determine the
parts package for your Bihler tools together with you and stock it with us. You can access these stocked tool parts within 24
hours and use them in your systems. In this way, you save your own storage costs and ensure that downtimes of your production line are reduced to a minimum.

High-quality rental equipment
As a special service, Bihler offers high-quality rental equipment of many process modules and components. You receive NC presses, NC units, RZV, GSE and MSE units as well
as electronic components free of charge for the duration
of the maintenance of your modules or components. You
benefit from the compatibility of the process units and can
continue production immediately.
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